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The Federal Trade Commission is the primary law enforcement
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~

agency in the federal government charged with

~rotecting

the

general public against unfair and deceptive business practices.
That jurisdiction, generally understood to confer consumer protection authority on the agency, was given to the FTC bv statutory
amendment in 1938.

The F'l'C's \-.rork touches the lives of all citizens,

including older consumers, in dozens of meaningful 1·Jays.
things we do fairly well, and

so~etimes

Some

in ways that especially

aid older consumers, but some things we do not--or

havt~

not--done

Since the subject of this panel is "The Older Consurner--

so well.

The Government Perspective'', let me begin by saying olainlv that I
don't believe there is a qovernment oersoective on the older
consumer.

And further, I believe there should be.

We have a role

surely--but it would be more effective if we had a persoective.
As it is now, our agency, at least our staff,

lS

orqanized

for enforcement ourposes by subject matter cateqories reflection

both our congressionally mandated duties and our own self-selected
priorities.

Thus, we have divisions of credit, market oractices,

advertising, product reliability, professional services, and
forth.

so

That is clearly one sensible way to organize our work.

t

results in a variety of consumer initiatives vihich oft(-::n have
important benefits for older consumers, ilnd I will mention sor'le of
those in a minute.
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But it seems to me--and has for a lonq time--that \.,re would
do well to
are a

recoq~ize

spe~ific,

in a concentrated way that older consumers

large and orowinq searnent of our society--one that

is here to stay, which will only get larger and more comnlex so
lhat its special needs and vulnerabilities
time.

I believe those

s~ecial

~~ill

only multioly with

needs and vulnerabilities shou:d

have more organized concentration by all of the agencies anA department3 of government--and certainly ours--where consumer
are concerned.

~roblems

Surely we--not just at the FTC--but we as several

arms or branches of the aovernment know enough already about these
special needs and vulnerabilities to oull toqether a conceptual
framework--with a variety of

~rofiles--to

provide our staffs with

a strategy in order that we are constantlv alert for predictable
problem cateqories in pursuinq areas where problems for the elderly
are either predictable or potentiallv of the most serious concern.
Continued research would be necessary to stay abreast of this
dynamic area--but actually, if we just nulled together the studies
and reports that already exist olus the actually

~uite

larae amount

of information we all have already as a result of cases or

i~vesti-

gations--we could compile the various profiles and construct the
kind of conceptual framework I'm talking about.

The FTC has done

this in some discreet areas--but not as an aqency-wid.e undertaking.
For exam9le, we are responsible for seeing that there is no
illegal discrimination against older persons in the grantinq of
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credit.

Finally, after years of having that responsibility,

we brought this year the first case we have ever brouqht in this
area.

The company settled.

They were clearly--or I should say

allegedly--denying credit to otherwise creditworthy applicants
because of their age--discounting their retirement income ·and
marking down their applications because they were not emploved
Let me add that our

full-time.

economist.~.

were quite heloful in

the pursuit of this problem and, honefully, their cooperation will
result in greater compliance with the law in the future.

We have

several other cases under investigation.
This is

onf~

example.

But the truth is that excent where

\•:e

were asked--either by Senator Heinz or Conaressman Peoner--e.q., to
re:.)ort on what we have done for elderl·l consumers over the past year
to six r1onths, only then do we scramble about to crw1ui le a li :3l of
whatev\,~r

we have done, and we list everythintl we have

affects older consumers especially.

c~one

that

The list is usually reasonable

substantial, but it is an "after-the-fact" comnilation.

We have no

centralized monitoring section or rlevice which leads a strateqy for
those consumers or which keeps oversiqht tabs on snecial areas of
concern.

It would be very useful if we did.

Now ..._,hat do we kno'lll about older consumers?

BuL1dJno on v.:hat

David has already said, at the FTC, as a direct result of our
responsibilities and work, we know that older consuruers suffer from
discrimination--because of their aqe-- in the grantina of credit;
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we know they have disproportionate health care needs against the

til

general pooulation and are the most vulnerable to skyrocketing
health care costs.

Specifically, among other thinqs, we know that

over one-half of people over 65 in this nation have no remaining
natural teeth and that medicare does not cover dentures or dental
services.

vle know the elderly are mostly on fixed incomes which

leads to a variety of concerns in addition to health care--what of
housing and basic services?

\~e

know the older they become the less

ambulatory they may be and so more vulnerable to high ?ressure
door-to-door sales and deceptive mail order practices.

We know a

lot of things which could, if coordinated in one place, provide
impetus for a careful, vigorous strategy on behalf of older

~~ericans.

Now the FTC knows all the above, and more, because of things we

411

have done and are doing.
We have promulgated and enforced the Door-To-Door Sales Rule.
That rule requires that if you buy something costing over $25.00
from someone

~bo

comes to your house, you have three davs within

which--free of the salesperson's oresence--to think it over and cancel
any contract you may have signed.

That rule was not

~rimarily

designed to aid elderly consumers, but it does--and will increasingly-if they know their rights.
We have promulgated and enforced the Mail Order Rule.

If you

order something through the mail and it doesn't arrive within the
soecified time--or if no time is soecified--within a reasonable
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time, usually 30 days, you have a right to cancel the order and
get your money back.

Again, this rule was not es?ecially designed

to aid older consumers but it does--as they are less ambulatory and
may come to rely, because they need to, on mail order sales.

This

rule can be important to them--if they know their rights ..
Also, if you receive merchandise in the mail that vou didn't
order it is yours to

kee~

for free.

and you do not have to send it back.

You do not have to nav for it
Aqain, the elderly rna_: bt:=

more vulnerable than others to threats from those who still send
unordered merchandise by mail and so, while this rule was not
specifically designed to aid them, it does--if thev know th·.=ir
rights.
What else have we done?

Finally, after a decade of study and

debate, the Conunission promulgated The Funeral Hulc.

It

cleared

congressional scrutiny and is now under challenge in the federal
courts.

If it survives, it will provide important protections for

consumers on what is the third largest ?Urchase--after a house and
a car-·-that most of us JTJake in a lifetime.
dollars are spent on funerals each year.

Nearly 5-l/2 billion
The Rule will require

funeral directors to disclose itemized prices and service-related
information both in advance and at the time of ourchase.

I believe

this rule, which imposes minimum burdens on the funeral industrv,
while seeking to ensure that funeral purchasers are able to make
informed decisions during this extremely difficult transaction, is

•
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one of the most iml?ortant consumer protection measures the
Commission has ever initiated.
We have examined the marketing anc. :nanagement practices of
the life care industry--a fairly new and notentially quite. significant concept which links retirement community living for the
still independent and healthy elderly with the guarantee of future,
long-term nursing care.
im~ortant

From our activities, which include an

consent agreement with·the owner of one of the largest

chains of life care·homes, the Commission has learned that it is
vital that life care home developers be aware of what can occur
in the absence of proper planning and that it is absolutely
necessary for prospective residents to be alert to possible misreoresentations and to require full disclosure of the financial risks
involved in entering into life care contracts.
In our life care home initiative we have prevented potential
harm to older consumers both by interrupting the activities of the
company and its owner, with whom we have this consent agreement,
and

by providing warnings about the potential 9roblems of others.

The great tragedy is that those who were victims in this case,
lost everything which otherwise they had olanned and saved in order
to secure their independence and care for the rest of their lives.
Now I have mentioned some of the things we have done.
are others.

There

But there are areas where we have fallen down miserably

and \-.rhere there is little prospect for useful action.

